Outline

Asian Indigenous Lawyers Training (02-11 November 2008)\(^1\)

02 Nov. – Introduction, Expectations and commence review of important international law concepts\(^2\)

03 Nov. – Continue review of important international law concepts and begin review of important human rights law concepts

04-05 Nov. – Continue review of important human rights law concepts and overview of extant and developing human rights mechanisms and procedures

06 Nov. – Committee on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination

07 Nov. – Other UN treaty bodies and important regional jurisprudence

08 Nov. – International Financial Institutions (IFIs), Multilateral Environmental Treaties (MEAs), Traditional Knowledge

09 Nov. – The UN Declaration on the Right of Indigenous Peoples

10 Nov. – Discussion of participant presentations

11 Nov. –

---

\(^1\) Participants are expected to present a concrete case study from their own countries/peoples and then be able to analyse these on the basis of the course materials.

\(^2\) Throughout each presentation, a number of case studies will be presented to illustrate the main points.